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BOROUGHS OF BLACKBURN AND ROSSENDALE IN LANCASHIRE
COMMISSION'S FINAL REPORT AND PROPOSALS
INTRODUCTION
1 . This report contains our final proposals for the Metropolitan
Borough of Bury and its boundaries with the Cities of Manchester
and Salford in Greater Manchester, and the Boroughs of Blackburn
and Rossendale in Lancashire. Bury's boundaries with Bolton and
Rochdale were considered in the context of our review of those
metropolitan districts, on which we have already reported to you
(Report Numbers 591 and 584 respectively).
2. We are making no proposals for radical change but are making
a series of minor proposals to remove anomalies, such as the
division of properties by local authority boundaries. Our report
explains how we arrived at our proposals.
ANNOUNCEMENT OF THE START OF THE REVIEW
3. On 1 September 1987, we announced the start of a review of
the Metropolitan Borough of Bury as part of our review of the
Metropolitan County of Greater Manchester and its Metropolitan
Districts under Section 48(1) of the Local Government Act 1972.
We wrote to each of the local authorities concerned.
4. Copies of our letter were sent to the county and district
councils bordering the Metropolitan County; to parish councils
in the adjoining districts; to the local authority associations;
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to Members of Parliament with constituency interests; to the
headquarters of the main political parties; to the local press,
television and radio stations; and to a number of other
interested persons and organisations.
5.
The Metropolitan Borough of Bury was requested, in cooperation as necessary with the other principal authorities, to
assist us in publicising the start of the review by inserting a
notice for two successive weeks in local newspapers so as to give
a wide coverage in the areas concerned.
6. A period of seven months from the date of our letter was
allowed for all authorities and any person or body interested in
the review to send us their views on whether changes to the
borough boundary were desirable and, if so, what those changes
should be and how they would serve the interests of effective and
convenient local government, the criterion laid down in the Act.
THE SUBMISSIONS MADE TO US
7. In response to our letter of 1 September 1987, we received
representations from Bury Metropolitan Borough Council, the City
Councils of Manchester and Salford, Lancashire County Council,
and the Borough Councils of Blackburn and Rossendale. We also
received representations from North Turton Parish Council, Bury
North
Conservative
Association,
the National
Union
of
Conservative Associations (North Western Area), the Greater
Manchester Police, the Chief Executive of the Greater Manchester
Police Authority and one member of the public.
ANNOUNCEMENT OF OUR DRAFT PROPOSALS/INTERIM DECISIONS
8.
After considering these representations, we published a
letter on 8 October 1990 announcing our draft proposals and
interim decisions. Copies were sent to the local authorities
concerned and to all those who had made representations to us.
The Metropolitan Borough of Bury, the Cities of Manchester and

Salford,

the Boroughs

of Blackburn

and

Rossendale

and

the

Lancashire County Council, were asked to publish a notice
advertising our draft proposals and interim decisions and to post
copies of the notice at places where public notices are
customarily displayed. They were also asked to place copies of
our letter on deposit for inspection at their main offices for
a period of eight weeks.

Comments were invited by 3 December

1990.
RESONSE TO OUR DRAFT PROPOSALS/INTERIM DECISIONS
9. We received representations from 19 persons or bodies in
response to our draft proposals and interim decisions.
They
included comments from the Metropolitan Borough of Bury, the
Cities of Manchester and Salford, and Lancashire County Council.
Two joint submissions were received; one from Councillors G
Stringer and P Jones, the respective leaders of Manchester City
Council and Bury Metropolitan Borough Council; and one from
Manchester City Councillors R Leese and A Spinks. Comments were
also received from Mr David Sumberg MP, Bury Metropolitan Borough
Councillors Mrs J M Novick and Mr I Lewis, Hawkshaw Parish Church
and St Mary's C E Hawkshaw (Aided) Primary School. The remainder
were from local residents.

ANNOUNCEMENT OF OUR FURTHER DRAFT PROPOSALS
10. After considering the response to our draft proposals, we
decided to issue a further draft proposal in respect of Bury's
boundary with Blackburn. The letter announcing our further draft
proposal was published on 27 March 1991. Copies were sent to
Bury Metropolitan Borough Council, Blackburn Borough Council and
Lancashire County Council and, for information, to those local
authorities which had received our letter of 3 December 1990 and
to all those who had made representations to us. Bury, Blackburn
and Lancashire were asked to arrange for a notice to be published
in the local press announcing our further draft proposal and to
post copies of the notices at places where public notices are

customarily displayed. They were also asked to place copies of
our letter on deposit for inspection at their main offices for
a period of eight weeks.

Comments were invited by 22 May 1991.

RESPONSE TO OUR FURTHER DRAFT PROPOSAL
11.

In response to our further draft proposal, we received

comments

from

Bury

Metropolitan

Borough

Council,

Blackburn

Borough Council, North Turton Parish Council and the Greater
Manchester Police.
ANNOUNCEMENT OF OUR ADDITIONAL FURTHER DRAFT PROPOSAL
12. Having considered the response to our further draft proposal
we decided, before reporting to you, to issue an additional
further draft proposal in respect of the boundary between Bury
and Blackburn .

Copies of our letter, which was issued on

21 January 1992, were sent to all those who had received our
letter of 27 March 1991 and the local authorities concerned were
asked to ensure that it received publicity on the same lines as
our further draft proposal.
Comments were invited by 24 March
1992.
RESPONSE TO OUR ADDITIONAL FURTHER DRAFT PROPOSAL
13.
In response to our additional further draft proposal, we
received comments from Blackburn Borough Council, Lancashire
County Council, North Turton Parish Council, the Greater
Manchester Police, St Mary's C E Hawkshaw (Aided) Primary School,
the General Secretary of the Police Federation and one member of
the public.

SUGGESTIONS FOR CHANGE AND OUR PROPOSALS
14. As required by Section 60(2) of the Local Government Act
1972, we have carefully considered all the representations made
to us and set out below our final proposals and decisions.
THE BOUNDARY BETWEEN BURY AND MANCHESTER
(a)

St Margaret's Lodge and School Lodge

Draft Proposal
15. Bury and Manchester both suggested realigning the boundary
in order to transfer St Margaret's Lodge and School Lodge from
Manchester to Bury on the grounds that access to both properties
is from Bury and that the properties have a greater affinity with
that Borough.

16. We considered that the properties concerned have a greater
affinity with Bury and decided to adopt the suggestion as our
draft proposal.
Final Proposal
17. We received no representations against our draft proposal
and have therefore decided to confirm it as final.
(b) Windsor Crescent - Edenfield Road
Draft Proposal
18. Bury and Manchester both suggested realigning the boundary
in order to transfer Windsor Crescent to Bury and some land at
the rear of properties on Edenfield Road and Windsor Crescent to
Manchester.

19. Windsor Crescent is part of a large estate, most of which
is already in Bury, and access to Windsor Crescent is solely from
Bury.

We therefore decided to adopt the Councils' suggestion as

our draft proposal.
Final Proposal
20.

Both Bury and Manchester supported our draft proposal.

Two

Manchester City Councillors, Mr R Leese and Mr A Spinks, opposed
it, suggesting that Manchester provided better services and that
the area's affinity lay with Manchester rather than Bury.

We

received no other representations and, as both Councils supported
the draft proposal, we have decided to confirm it as final.
(c) Edenfield Road - Rothesay Road
Draft Proposal
21 . Bury and Manchester both suggested realigning the present
boundary to unite Edenfield Road in Bury and Rothesay Road and
Huntley Road in Manchester.
22.

We considered

that this would rectify an

unsatisfactory

division of properties between the two districts and decided to
adopt the suggestion as our draft proposal.
Final Proposal
23.

Both Bury and Manchester supported our draft proposal.

We

received no other representations and have decided to confirm it
as final.

(d) Watkins Drive Development
Windsor Road - Newinaton Avenue
Draft Proposal
24.

Bury and Manchester both suggested realigning the boundary

in order to transfer Watkins Drive, Nos 108-132 Windsor Road and
No.35 Meade Hill Road to Bury and Nos 1-17 Newington Avenue to
Manchester. However, the suggestion did not address the issue
of a salient of land north of Watkins Drive which is isolated
from the rest of Bury.
We asked both local authorities to
consider this area again and to advise us whether they wished to
recommend change.
25.
Both Councils said that they had considered proposing a
realignment of the boundary along a railway line but had decided
against it on the grounds that the community ties for the people
living in this area were with Bury rather than Manchester.

26. We accepted that the area has more affinity with Bury. We
also considered that it would be in the interests of effective
and convenient local government for the housing development to
be united in Bury.
We therefore decided to issue a draft
proposal to realign the boundary along Middleton Road and the
northern side of the railway.
Final Proposal
27.

Whilst not raising objections to our draft proposal, Bury

urged us to adopt their original suggestion.
28. Manchester opposed our draft proposal, arguing that Bury was
unlikely to provide better services to the local residents
concerned. Manchester submitted an alternative suggestion which
would transfer about 1000 residential properties and a few shops

east

of Bury Old Road and

south of

Sheepfoot

Lane

to its

authority.
It was suggested that this would create a more
sensible long term boundary between the two authorities.
29. Two Manchester Councillors, Mr R Leese and Mr A Spinks also
opposed our draft proposal, claiming that the area's affinity lay
with Manchester rather than Bury. They suggested either using
the

Manchester-Bury

railway

as

the boundary

(which

we

had

previously considered and rejected) or transferring the entire
area between Sheepfoot Lane and Middleton Road from Bury to
Manchester.
30. Manchester's alternative suggestion was strongly opposed by
Bury, Mr David Sumberg MP and by two Bury councillors, Mrs Novick
and Mr Lewis.
It was also opposed by thirty residents of the
area who said that their affinities were with Bury and that
Bury's service provision was likely to be better than
Manchester's.
31 . We did not consider that there was sufficient justification
for adopting Manchester's more radical, and seemingly less
popular proposal and concluded that, on balance, our draft
proposal would provide a better solution to the boundary
anomalies in this area. We have therefore decided to confirm our
draft proposal as final.
(e) Old Hall Lane - Middleton Road
Draft Proposal
32. Manchester suggested the realignment of the boundary in the
vicinity of Heaton Park to transfer to its authority a narrow
area of land between the park and the M66. We agreed that the
M66 would provide a clear boundary in this area and decided to
adopt Manchester's suggestion as our draft proposal.
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Final Proposal
33.

Both Bury and Manchester supported our draft proposal.

We

received no other representations and have decided to confirm it
as final.
(f) Middleton Road - River Irk
Draft Proposal
34. Manchester suggested realigning the boundary in the vicinity
of Heaton Mills in order to unite factory premises within its
authority.
35. We considered that the interests of effective and convenient
local government would be served by Manchester's suggestion and
decided to adopt it as our draft proposal.
Final Proposal
36. Bury supported our draft proposal. While supporting it in
principle, Manchester also suggested the transfer of an
additional area.
However, the area concerned had already been
considered in our review of Rochdale's boundaries and, in our
final report No 584 (Area A Map 1), we had proposed transferring
it from Bury to Rochdale. We have therefore decided to confirm
our draft proposal for Heaton Mills as final.
(g) Jubilee School
Draft Proposal
37. Bury suggested realigning its boundaries with Manchester and
Salford along the western edge of the land at the former Jubilee
School. Identical suggestions were submitted by Manchester and
Salford.

38.

We considered that the suggestion would provide a better

boundary in the area and would also unite divided properties in
Salford.

We therefore decided to adopt it as our draft proposal.

Final Proposal
39.
Bury, Manchester and Salford all supported our draft
proposal. We received no other representations and have decided
to confirm it as final.
THE BOUNDARY BETWEEN BURY AND SALFORD
(a) Ainsdale Avenue - Singleton Road
Draft Proposal
40. Bury and Salford both suggested the transfer of Nos 13-18
Ainsdale Avenue and No 123 Singleton Road to Salford.
41 . As the existing boundary divides properties and the greater
part of Ainsdale Avenue and Singleton Road is already in Salford,
we considered that it would be in the interests of effective and
convenient local government to unite the properties in Salford.
We therefore decided to issue a draft proposal to this effect.
Final Proposal
42.

Both Bury and Salford supported our draft proposal.

We

received no other representations and have decided to confirm our
draft proposal as final.
(b) Mountheath Industrial Estate
Draft Proposal
43. Bury suggested realigning the existing boundary to unite the
Mountheath Industrial Estate in its authority.
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44.

As most of the Industrial Estate is already in Bury, we

agreed

that it would

be

sensible

to unite it within that

authority. We therefore decided to adopt Bury's suggestion as
the basis of our draft proposal, with a technical amendment to
align some sections of the boundary to firm ground detail.
Final Proposal
45. Both Bury and Salford supported our draft proposal.
We
received no other representations and have decided to confirm our
draft proposal as final.
(c) Kersal Vale Works
Draft Proposal
46. Bury suggested realigning the existing boundary so as to
unite the Kersal Vale Works in its authority. Salford made a
similar suggestion.
47. As most of the Works are already in Bury, we concluded that
it would be sensible to unite it under that authority.
We
therefore decided to adopt Bury's suggestion as our draft
proposal, with a technical amendment to realign the boundary to
the Singleton Brook so as to remove a section of unidentified
boundary.
Final Proposal

48. Both Bury and Salford supported our draft proposal. We
received no other representations and have decided to confirm our
draft proposal as final.
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(a)

Singleton Brook - River Irwell

Draft Proposal
49.

Bury suggested realigning the boundary at a point where

Singleton Brook joins the River Irwell, thus transferring a small
area of land on the eastern side of the Irwell, which is isolated
from the rest of Bury, to Salford.
50. We agreed that Bury's suggestion would provide a better
boundary and decided to adopt it as the basis of our draft
proposal, incorporating a technical amendment so that part of the
boundary follows the centre of the Singleton Brook.
Final Proposal
51.
Both Bury and Salford supported our draft proposal. We
received no other representations and have decided to confirm our
draft proposal as final,
THE BOUNDARY BETWEEN BURY AND BLACKBURN
(a)

Ramsbottom Road

Draft Proposal
52. Bury suggested realigning the boundary so as to unite in
Bury land and premises on both sides of the Ramsbottom Road (the
A676), This suggestion was opposed by Blackburn and by North
Turton Parish Council on the grounds that it would split the
Parish of North Turton. Lancashire County Council suggested the
transfer of a less extensive area of land than had Bury, limiting
its proposal to the A676 and land immediately to the south of the
road.
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53. We recognised that the existing boundary, which divides
Ramsbottom Road between two authorities, was in need of
improvement, but we were concerned that Bury's suggestion would
divide a parish. We therefore decided to adopt Lancashire's
suggestion as the basis of our draft proposal, as it would
improve the provision of highway maintenance without disrupting
existing local government arrangements.
Further Draft Proposal
54. Lancashire supported our draft proposal.
However, Bury
opposed it, continuing to argue that the area north of Ramsbottom
Road should be transferred to its authority on the grounds that
the area has more affinity with Hawkshaw in Bury than with Turton
in Blackburn. Hawkshaw Parish Church and St Mary's C E Hawkshaw
(Aided) Primary School also wrote to support Bury's claim.
55.
We recognised that our draft proposal would divide the
community located on both sides of Ramsbottom Road. We therefore
decided to withdraw our draft proposal and issue a further draft
proposal incorporating the properties north of Ramsbottom Road
in Bury.
Additional Further Draft Proposal
5 6.
Bury supported our further draft proposal; however, it
considered that our proposed realignment did not go far enough
to the north of the road. It said that the rear gardens of some
properties had been extended and. that our proposed realignment
would therefore split the curtilages of these properties. Bury
suggested a modification to take in the garden extensions.
Blackburn supported our further draft proposal, subject to Bury's
suggested modification.
57. North Turton Parish Council consulted the nineteen residents
whose properties would be affected by our further draft proposal
and reported that five households would prefer to be united in
13

Bury, and five to remain in Blackburn.
Four expressed no
preference, whilst the other residents did not respond.
58. The Parish Council was marginally in favour of retaining the
properties in Blackburn as it considered that the residents had
more affinity with Lancashire

and that Lancashire

experience of dealing with rural areas.

had more

The Council

also

considered that it would be more beneficial to effective and
convenient local government for one authority to be responsible
for the provision of services to residents on both sides of the
road and that, by withdrawing our further draft proposal, both
sides would be left united in Blackburn.
59.

We

took

the view

that North Turton

Parish Council' s

suggestion would isolate a short section of Ramsbottom Road in
Lancashire and, in consequence, complicate road maintenance
responsibilities, whereas both our draft proposal and further
draft proposal would place responsibility for road maintenance
wholly with Bury. However, we recognised that there was room for
yet further improvement to the boundary by adopting Bury's latest
suggestion and we decided to issue an additional further draft
proposal to realign the boundary further to the north of
Ramsbottom Road.
Final Proposal
60. Both Blackburn and Lancashire County Council supported our
additional draft proposal, as did the North Turton Parish
Council, the Greater Manchester Police, St Mary's C E Hawkshaw
(Aided) Primary School and a member of the public.
61 . The General Secretary of the Police Federation, although not
specifically disagreeing with the proposal, suggested the
transfer of a larger area of land from Blackburn to Bury in order
to avoid the situation where local beat officers of Lancashire
Constabulary wishing to gain access to other properties off
Ramsbottom Road, would have to pass through part of the area
14

covered by Greater Manchester Police.

A member of the public

acknowledged that the proposal appeared sensible and effective
as far as local authority provision is concerned; but said that
Turton had no affinity or historical ties with Bury and that
service provision from Bury to semi-rural and rural areas was
generally poor.
This respondent suggested
realignment south of Ramsbottom Road.

an

alternative

62. Neither of these suggestions would provide a clear boundary
tied to physical features.
We concluded that our additional
further draft proposal would result in a better boundary and have
therefore decided to confirm it as final .
THE BOUNDARY BETWEEN BURY AND ROSSENDALE
(a) The A680
Draft Proposal
63.
Bury and Lancashire suggested the realignment of the
boundary so as to transfer a small triangular area of land and
part of the A680 from Bury to Rossendale.
64. This section of the A680 is already maintained by Lancashire
and we felt that, in the interests of effective and convenient
local government, it would be sensible for it to be transferred
to Rossendale in Lancashire. We therefore decided to adopt the
joint suggestion as the basis of our draft proposal.
Final Proposal
65.

Both Bury and Lancashire supported our draft proposal.

We

received no other representations and have decided to confirm our
draft proposal as final.
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(b)

Chatterton/Deeplv Vale

Interim Decision
66. A member of the public suggested realigning the boundary so
as to transfer Chatterton and Deeply Vale from Rossendale to
Bury.
67. We did not consider that there was any evidence that these
areas had a closer affinity with Bury than Rossendale. As the
existing boundary appears to be satisfactory, we took an interim
decision to make no proposal in respect of these areas.
Final Decision
68. We received no comments in respect of our interim decision
and have decided to confirm it as final.
(c)

Stubbins

Interim Decision
69. A member of the public suggested realigning the boundary in
order to transfer Stubbins from Rossendale to Bury.
70. We wrote to both Bury and Rossendale seeking their views on
the suggestion. Both Councils considered that Stubbins was a
well established part of Rossendale and that the present
arrangements have proved conducive to the effective operation of
local government services. We therefore took an interim decision
to make no proposal in the Stubbins area.
Final Decision
71.

We received no comments in respect of our interim decision

and have decided to confirm it as final.
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(a)

Ramsbottom

Interim Decision
72.
Three members of the public suggested transferring
Ramsbottom from Bury to Rossendale on the grounds that the area
had more affinity with Rossendale.
73. We considered the suggestion but felt that there was no
evidence that the transfer would provide an improvement in terms
of effective and convenient local government. We therefore took
an interim decision to make no proposal in respect of Ramsbottom.
Final Decision
74.

We received no comments in respect of our interim decision

and have decided to confirm it as final.
ELECTORAL CONSEQUENCES
75.
Details of the electoral changes we recommend as
consequential to our proposals are attached at Annex B. Only a
minimal number of electors are affected by the changes and we do
not anticipate any adverse effect on electoral representation at
either district or county level.
CONCLUSIONS
76. We believe that our final proposals, which are summarised
in Annex C to this report, are in the interests of effective and
convenient local government and we commend them to you
accordingly.
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PUBLICATION

77.

A separate letter is being sent to the Metropolitan Borough

of Bury, to the Cities of Manchester and Salford, to the Boroughs
of Blackburn and Rossendale and to Lancashire County Council,
asking

them to deposit copies of this report at their main

offices for inspection for six months. They are also being asked
to

put

notices

to

that

effect

on

public

notice

boards.

Arrangements have been made for similar notices to be inserted
in the local press. The text of the notice will explain that the
Commission has fulfilled its statutory role in this matter and
that it now falls to you to make an Order implementing the
proposals, if you think fit, though not earlier than six weeks
from the date our final proposals are submitted to you. Copies
of this report, with the attached maps at Annex A illustrating
the proposed changes, are being sent to all those who received
our draft, further draft and additional further draft proposals
letters of 8 October 1990, 27 March 1991 and 21 January 1992
respectively, and to those who made written representations to
us.
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Signed:

K F J ENNALS (Chairman)

G R PRENTICE

HELEN SARKANY

C W SMITH

K YOUNG

R D COMPTON
Commission Secretary
7 Hay 1992
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ANNEX C
SUMMARY OF PROPOSED BOUNDARY CHANGES BETWEEN THE METROPOLITAN
BOROUGH OF BURY AND THE CITIES OF MANCHESTER AND SALFORD, IN
GREATER MANCHESTER AND THE BOROUGHS OF BLACKBURN AND
ROSSENDALE IN LANCASHIRE
St Margaret1s
Lodge and School
Lodge

Minor realignment
to transfer St
Margaret's Lodge
and School Lodge
to Bury.

Paras 12-14
Map 5

Windsor
Crescent Edenfield Road

Minor realignment
to transfer
Windsor Crescent
to Bury and to
Manchester, land
at rear of
properties on
Edenfield Road
and Windsor
Crescent.

Paras 15-17
Map 4

Edenfield Road Rothesay Road

Minor realignment
to unite
Edenfield Road in
Bury and Rothesay
and Huntley Roads
in Manchester.

Paras 18-20
Map 3

Watkins Drive
Development
Windsor Road Newington Avenue

Minor realignment
to unite Watkins
Drive, numbered
108-132 Windsor
Road and 35 Meade
Hill Road in
Bury. And
transfer numbered
1-17 Newington
Avenue to
Manchester.

Paras 21-28
Map 4

Old Hall Lane Middleton Road

Minor realignment
to transfer to
Manchester a
narrow strip of
land in the
vicinity of
Heaton Park

Paras 29-31
Mapi 5 & 6

Middleton Road
River Irk

Minor realignment
to unite factory
premises in
Manchester

Paras 32-34
Map 7

Jubilee School

Minor realignment
along the western
edge of land in
the vicinity of
the former
Jubilee School

Paras 35-37
Map 3

Ainsdale Avenue Singleton Road

Minor realignment
to unite in
Salford numbers
13-18 Ainsdale
Avenue and 123
Singleton Road

Paras 38-40
Map 3

Mountheath
Industrial Estate

Minor realignment
to unite in Bury
the Mountheath
Industrial Estate

Paras 41-43
Map 2

Kersal Vale Works

Minor realignment
to unite the
Kersal Vale Works
in Bury

Paras 44-46
Map 1

Singleton Brook River Irwell

Minor realignment
to transfer a
narrow piece of
land where
Singleton Brook
joins the River
Irwell to Salford

Paras 47-49
Map 1

Ramsbottom Road

Minor realignment
of the boundary
further north of
Ramsbottom Road
to encompass
properties on the
north side of the
Road in Bury

Paras 50-62
Map 1

The A680

Minor realignment
to transfer from
Bury to
Rossendale a
small triangular
area of land and
part of the A680.

Paras 63-65
Map 8

